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From noted food writer Molly O’Neill comes a lavish portrait of our nation’s contemporary culinary tradition
with the best recipes from the greatest home cooks.

Ten years ago, former New York Times food columnist Molly O’Neill embarked on a transcontinental road
trip to investigate reports that Americans had stopped cooking at home. As she traveled highways, dirt roads,
bayous, and coastlines gathering stories and recipes, it was immediately apparent that dire predictions about
the end of American cuisine were vastly overstated. From Park Avenue to trailer parks, from tidy suburbs to
isolated outposts, home cooks were channeling their family histories as well as their tastes and personal
ambitions into delicious meals. One decade and over 300,000 miles later, One Big Table is a celebration of
these cooks, a mouthwatering portrait of the nation at the table.

Meticulously selected from more than 20,000 contributions, the cookbook’s 600 recipes are a definitive
portrait of what we eat and why. In this lavish volume—illustrated throughout with historic photographs,
folk art, vintage advertisements, and family snapshots—O’Neill celebrates heirloom recipes like the Doughty
family’s old-fashioned black duck and dumplings that originated on a long-vanished island off Virginia’s
Eastern Shore, the Pueblo tamales that Norma Naranjo makes in her horno in New Mexico, as well as
modern riffs such as a Boston teenager’s recipe for asparagus soup scented with nigella seeds and truffle oil.
Many recipes offer a bridge between first-generation immigrants and their progeny—the bucatini with
dandelion greens and spring garlic that an Italian immigrant and his grandson forage for in the Vermont
woods—while others are contemporary variations that embody each generation’s restless obsession with
distinguishing itself from its predecessors. O’Neill cooks with artists, writers, doctors, truck drivers, food
bloggers, scallop divers, horse trainers, potluckers, and gourmet club members.

In a world where takeout is just a phone call away, One Big Table reminds us of the importance of remaining
connected to the food we put on our tables. As this brilliantly edited collection shows on every page, the
glories of a home-cooked meal prove how every generation has enriched and expanded our idea of American
food. Every recipe in this book is a testament to the way our memories—historical, cultural, and
personal—are bound up in our favorite and best family dishes.

As O’Neill writes, “Most Americans cook from the heart as well as from a distinctly American yearning,
something I could feel but couldn’t describe until thousands of miles of highway helped me identify it in
myself: hometown appetite. This book is a journey through hundreds of ‘hometowns’ that fuel the American
appetite, recipe by recipe, bite by bite.”
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From reader reviews:

Larry Gutierrez:

Have you spare time for just a day? What do you do when you have far more or little spare time? Sure, you
can choose the suitable activity to get spend your time. Any person spent their spare time to take a go
walking, shopping, or went to the particular Mall. How about open or read a book titled One Big Table?
Maybe it is to get best activity for you. You understand beside you can spend your time together with your
favorite's book, you can cleverer than before. Do you agree with their opinion or you have additional
opinion?

Jennifer Frederick:

What do you regarding book? It is not important together with you? Or just adding material when you
require something to explain what the ones you have problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy
man or woman? If you don't have spare time to accomplish others business, it is give you a sense of feeling
bored faster. And you have spare time? What did you do? Everyone has many questions above. They must
answer that question due to the fact just their can do that. It said that about guide. Book is familiar in each
person. Yes, it is right. Because start from on kindergarten until university need this specific One Big Table
to read.

Gary Gonzales:

Hey guys, do you wishes to finds a new book to read? May be the book with the subject One Big Table
suitable to you? Typically the book was written by famous writer in this era. The actual book untitled One
Big Tableis the main one of several books this everyone read now. This particular book was inspired a lot of
people in the world. When you read this e-book you will enter the new shape that you ever know just before.
The author explained their concept in the simple way, therefore all of people can easily to understand the
core of this book. This book will give you a lot of information about this world now. So that you can see the
represented of the world with this book.

Ann Morgan:

Spent a free a chance to be fun activity to try and do! A lot of people spent their sparetime with their family,
or all their friends. Usually they accomplishing activity like watching television, going to beach, or picnic
from the park. They actually doing same thing every week. Do you feel it? Do you need to something
different to fill your own free time/ holiday? Could possibly be reading a book could be option to fill your
cost-free time/ holiday. The first thing you ask may be what kinds of e-book that you should read. If you
want to try look for book, may be the reserve untitled One Big Table can be good book to read. May be it
might be best activity to you.
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